NOTIFICATION

In exercise of the powers conferred by proviso to Article-309 of the Constitution of India and all other powers enabling him in this behalf, the Governor is Pleased to make the following rules further to amend the Tripura Government Animal Resources Development Permanent Labourer (Recruitment & Condition of Service) Rules, 1985, namely --

1. (i) These rules may be called the Tripura Government Animal Resources Development Permanent Labourers (Recruitment & Condition of Service) (Second Amendment) Rules, 2007.

(ii) They shall be deemed to have come into force with effect from 01.01.2007.

2. Amendment of Rule - 3 (b)
In Rule-3(b) of the Tripura Government Animal Resources Development Permanent Labourer, (Recruitment & Condition of Service) Rules, 1985, (as amended in 1987), the figure "268" shall be substituted by the figure 940.

3. Amendment of Rule - 4
In Rule-4, 4(a) & 4(b) of the Tripura Government Animal Resources Development Permanent Labourer (Recruitment and Condition of Service) Rule, 1985 (as Amended in 1987), the following instant decision shall be inserted as sub Rule-4 (c) :-
"Age and educational qualification relaxation shall be allowed as a one time measure to Casual/Associated Workers for absorption as Permanent Labourer".

4. Amendment of Rule -18(b) & (c)
In Rule-18(b) and 18(c), the figure Rs. 100/- shall be omitted and the figure and words "Rs. 400/- and maximum of Rs. 1300/" shall be added.

5. Amendment of Rule -19
In Rule-19 of the Principal Rules, for the figure Rs. 100/- wherever occurred shall be substituted by the figure and words "Rs. 400/- and maximum of Rs. 1300/" per month.

6. Amendment of Rule -23
"In Rule-23 of the Principal Rules, the following shall be substituted, namely "(a) Family pension would be 50% of pension drawn by the Permanent Labourer subject to minimum of Rs. 300/- and maximum of Rs. 900/- per month (b) Pensioner/Family Pensioner will not be entitled to any Dearness Relief (D. R.) Against the above Pension/Family Pension".

By Order of the Governor,

P. K. DUTTA
Under Secretary to the
Government of Tripura
Animal Resources Development Department.